Blog stream

MicroStrategy

Create a blog post to share news and announcements with your team and company.

Quick Start

The quick start guide covers logging in and running a document.

Links to VT MicroStrategy

Production Environment

Training Environment

Tutorials and Training

cover everything from the basics to more advanced topics.

The first two videos cover the basics in less than 12 minutes.

A PowerPoint presentation is also available. The presentation Notes provide much of the information from the video voice-over.

For training offered in the Finance Area: http://www.controller.vt.edu/microstrategyfinance.html

For more on training, click here.

Dashboarding Functionality
(aka Visual Insight)

The dashboarding functionality is currently available for use with your own imported data.

Our the team is working on making other data models and sources available.

Getting Access and Using the Dashboard Tool

MicroRooster Video on Dashboarding Tool!

Need help? Visit our Request Support page.